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Abstract Current chemistry climate models do not include polar emissions and chemistry of halogens.
This work presents the first implementation of an interactive polar module into the very short‐lived (VSL)
halogen version of the Community Atmosphere Model with Chemistry (CAM‐Chem) model. The polar
module includes photochemical release of molecular bromine, chlorine, and interhalogens from the sea‐ice
surface, and brine diffusion of iodine biologically produced underneath and within porous sea‐ice. It also
includes heterogeneous recycling of inorganic halogen reservoirs deposited over fresh sea‐ice surfaces and
snow‐covered regions. The polar emission of chlorine, bromine, and iodine reach approximately 32, 250, and
39 Gg/year for Antarctica and 33, 271, and 4 Gg/year for the Arctic, respectively, with a marked seasonal
cycle mainly driven by sunlight and sea‐ice coverage. Model results are validated against polar boundary
layer measurements of ClO, BrO, and IO, and satellite BrO and IO columns. This validation includes
satellite observations of IO over inner Antarctica for which an iodine “leapfrog” mechanism is proposed to
transport active iodine from coastal source regions to the interior of the continent. Themodeled chlorine and
bromine polar sources represent up to 45% and 80% of the global biogenic VSLCl and VSLBr emissions,
respectively, while the Antarctic sea‐ice iodine flux is ~10 times larger than that from the Southern Ocean.
We present the first estimate of the contribution of polar halogen emissions to the global tropospheric
halogen budget. CAM‐Chem includes now a complete representation of halogen sources and chemistry from
pole‐to‐pole and from the Earth's surface up to the stratopause.

Plain Language Summary We present the first implementation of an interactive polar module
into the halogen version of the Community Atmosphere Model with Chemistry (CAM‐Chem) model with
the intention of expanding the model applicability to the polar regions, besides its wide usage for
atmospheric studies throughout the tropics and midlatitudes. The state‐of‐the‐art polar module considers
full gas‐phase and heterogeneous inorganic chlorine, bromine, and iodine chemistry and sources, which
add up to the organic halogen emissions from the ocean surface (the so‐called very short‐lived substances,
VSL). The online sea‐ice halogen sources depend on the seasonal variation of different types of icy surfaces
and the intensity of radiation reaching the polar surface. Our results indicate that the contribution of
polar halogen sources represents between 45% and 80% of the global biogenic VSL chlorine and bromine
emissions, respectively; and that the Antarctic iodine sea‐ice annual flux is ~10 times larger than the
total iodine source arising from the Southern Ocean. This work provides, for the first time, quantitative
estimates of the annual and seasonal flux strength of each halogen family from the Arctic and Antarctic, as
well as their contribution to the global tropospheric halogen budget, highlighting the importance of
including the contribution of polar tropospheric halogens in global chemistry‐climate models.
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1. Introduction

The important role played by very short‐lived (VSL) halogen chemistry on the global marine boundary
layer (MBL) and its impact on ozone and other atmospheric oxidants, has been demonstrated both
from experimental (e.g., Prados‐Roman, Cuevas, Fernandez, et al., 2015; Read, Lewis, et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2015) and global modeling (e.g., Fernandez et al., 2014; Hossaini et al., 2010; Liang
et al., 2010; Parrella et al., 2012; Saiz‐Lopez, Lamarque, et al., 2012; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014; Sherwen
et al., 2016; Sinnhuber & Folkins, 2006; Yang et al., 2005) studies. VSL sources, through their degrada-
tion products, contribute to the tropospheric inorganic halogen loading throughout different geographi-
cal regions, expanding from the tropical areas (Aschmann et al., 2009; Saiz‐Lopez & Fernandez, 2016)
and midlatitudes (Mahajan et al., 2011; Parrella et al., 2012; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014) to the polar regions
(Pöhler et al., 2010; Raso et al., 2017; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2007, 2008; Simpson et al., 2007). The additional
bromine released from VSL photodecomposition also leads to ozone depletion in the lowermost strato-
sphere (Dorf et al., 2008; Salawitch et al., 2005), estimating the additional stratospheric injection of
VSL bromine to lie within the 5 (3–7) pptv range (WMO, 2018). Recently, the impact of VSL chemistry
on the recovery of the Antarctic ozone hole has also been evaluated (Fernandez et al., 2017; Oman
et al., 2016).

Halogen‐mediated Ozone Depletion Events (ODEs) are persistent phenomena affecting the polar MBL both
in the Arctic and Antarctica (e.g., Abbatt et al., 2012; Barrie et al., 1988; Bottenheim & Gallant, 1986; Jones
et al., 2009; Martinez et al., 1999; Oltmans & Komhyr, 1986; Simpson et al., 2007; Sturges et al., 1993;
Tuckermann et al., 1997). During these events, a very efficient recycling of inorganic bromine species
(usually referred as bromine explosion) correlates with strong depletion of tropospheric ozone, reducing
the O3 mixing ratio to very small ambient levels, which in some cases lie below the instrumental detection
limit (Simpson et al., 2007, 2015). Bromine oxide (BrO) plumes, that is, regional enhancements on the BrO
tropospheric vertical column densities (VCDs), have been observed from different satellite platforms and are
related to the occurrence of ODEs and bromine explosion events (Begoin et al., 2010; Theys et al., 2009,
2011). The role of chlorine on the generation of ODEs has also been widely studied (e.g., Abbatt et al.,
2012; Liao et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez & von Glasow, 2012).

Both ice and snow have been recognized as important sources of reactive halogen species to the polar atmo-
sphere. The photochemical heterogeneous production of reactive bromine and chlorine occurring at the sea‐
ice and snowpack surface have been suggested as a very efficient mechanism to release the enhanced halide
content prevailing over ice‐covered regions (Abbatt et al., 2012; Dominé & Shepson, 2002; Foster et al., 2001;
Pratt et al., 2013; Wang & Pratt, 2017; Yang et al., 2010). Additionally, the biologically induced release of
inorganic iodine (and possibly bromine) from underneath the sea‐ice followed by brine diffusion (Saiz‐
Lopez, Boxe, et al., 2015) can represent the dominant source of iodine (and a nonnegligible source of bro-
mine) to the polar MBL. Likewise, efficient mechanisms of halogen activation of reservoir species occurring
on environmental ice and snow have been proposed to represent additional sources (Falk & Sinnhuber,
2018; Kim et al., 2016, 2019; O'Driscoll et al., 2006; O'Sullivan & Sodeau, 2010; Toyota et al., 2011).
Equivalent recycling reactions occur also on sea‐salt aerosols (Fernandez et al., 2014; McFiggans et al.,
2000; Vogt et al., 1996). Some of these recycling processes are proposed to be controlled by ozone deposition
with subsequent halide oxidation (Artiglia et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2014; Toyota et al., 2011). Unlike bromine
and chlorine, the much smaller atmospheric iodine levels observed in the Arctic with respect to the
Antarctic, results in a “polar iodine paradox,” which is not yet fully understood (Saiz‐Lopez & Blaszczak‐
Boxe, 2016).

Within the polar regions, oceanic emissions of VSL halocarbons are insufficient to account for the high
concentrations of gas‐phase iodine and bromine observed in the MBL (Pöhler et al., 2010; Saiz‐Lopez,
Plane, et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2015). For the case of iodine, in addition to the biological VSL iodocarbon
source, an abiotic inorganic iodine release from the ocean surface occurs (Carpenter et al., 2013; MacDonald
et al., 2014; Prados‐Roman, Cuevas, Fernandez, et al., 2015). These inorganic iodine sources arising from the
polar oceans are not sufficient to reproduce the measured iodine levels at different Arctic and Antarctic sites
(Atkinson et al., 2012; Mahajan, Shaw, et al., 2010; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2007). Thus, additional sources from the
sea‐ice surface, and/or transported from underneath the sea‐ice, must be considered in order to reproduce
the halogen burden in the polar troposphere.
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Box‐ and 1‐D‐modeling studies have been used to evaluate and describe the role of bromine explosion
events on the occurrence of Arctic and Antarctic ODEs (Jones et al., 2009; Lehrer et al., 2004; Liao
et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2015), as well as other oxidative impacts of halogens
on mercury, OH/HO2, NO/NO2, and dimethyl sulfide occurring in the polar regions (Bloss et al., 2010;
Brooks et al., 2006; Evans, 2003; Goodsite et al., 2004; Mahajan, Shaw, et al., 2010; Pöhler et al., 2010;
Read, Mahajan, et al., 2008; Skov et al., 2004; Steffen et al., 2007). However, global Chemistry‐Climate
Models (CCMs) and Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) do not currently include the contribution of full
tropospheric halogen sources and chemistry over the polar regions (Fernandez et al., 2017; Hossaini et al.,
2016; Liang et al., 2014; Parrella et al., 2012; Sherwen et al., 2016), which may produce a nonnegligible
bias on simulations of the global tropospheric ozone burden. A few attempts have been performed to
implement halogen polar emissions in CTMs/CCMs (Falk & Sinnhuber, 2018; Toyota et al., 2011; Yang
et al., 2010), although these studies only focused on bromine sources and included a simplified and
unique approach to represent the different processes that lead to polar halogen emissions from the sea‐
ice surface.

Here we present the first fully consistent pole‐to‐pole tropospheric VSL halogen (Cl, Br, and I) chemistry
scheme, considering (i) global emissions of VSL halocarbons from the ocean as well as release of inorganic
halogens both from the ocean and from ice‐covered areas within both polar regions; (ii) a state‐of‐the‐art gas‐
and heterogeneous‐phase halogen chemical mechanism, including reactive and reservoir chlorine, bromine,
and iodine species; and (iii) production from sea‐salt aerosols, formation of liquid and ice clouds and preci-
pitation, as well as individual dry/wet deposition for relevant halogen species at the surface level and
throughout the troposphere. The additional sea‐ice sources have been included interactively into an online
polar module representing the photochemical production of bromine and chlorine, the brine diffusion of
reactive iodine biologically produced underneath the sea‐ice, as well as the recycling of inorganic halogens
deposited over ice‐covered areas (distinguishing between different types of sea‐ice and snowpack) and sea‐
salt aerosols. The model results are validated against ground‐ and satellite‐based observations of halogen
species in the Arctic and Antarctica. We also quantify for the first time the overall contribution of polar halo-
gen emissions to the global halogen budget.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the benchmark Community Atmosphere Model
with Chemistry (CAM‐Chem) configuration used in this study, the observational data used for validation,
and the full set of experiments performed to evaluate the new model performance. Section 3 describes
each of the emission sources included in the polar module and how they were parameterized into the
CAM‐Chem global CCM. This section also provides a brief description of the main geophysical factors
influencing the spatial and temporal evolution of the implemented sea‐ice emissions. Section 4 places
emphasis on evaluating the model performance for the different experiments and validates surface and
tropospheric levels of halogen oxides against observations performed both in the Arctic and Antarctica.
Quantitative estimations of the annual flux strength, distribution, and seasonal variation of the sea‐ice
sources within each polar region, as well as a comparison to the benchmark VSL global sources, are pre-
sented in section 5. Finally, discussions of the main implications of fully considering polar tropospheric
halogen emissions and chemistry in a global CCM, as well as the main conclusions of the work, are sum-
marized in section 6.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CAM‐Chem Benchmark VSL Halogen Configuration

The novel interactive polar module has been incorporated into the VSL halogen (Cl, Br, and I) version of the
CAM‐Chem (Fernandez et al., 2014; Ordóñez et al., 2012; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014), which constitutes the
atmospheric component of the Community Earth System Model framework (CESM, Lamarque et al.,
2012; Tilmes et al., 2016). The VSL halogen setup includes a state‐of‐the‐art halogen chemical scheme,
including 296 total gas‐phase inorganic reactions (192 for halogen species, denoted by X and/or Y through-
out the text), 33 heterogeneous reactions occurring on sea salt, sulfate, nitrate, and carbonaceous aerosols
(19 halogen reactions), and a complete scheme of gas‐phase organic chemistry (145 reactions, 19 for halo-
gens) based on Emmons et al. (2010). The implementation and validation of VSL oceanic emissions in the
model has been provided by Ordóñez et al. (2012), while Prados‐Roman, Cuevas, Fernandez, et al. (2015)
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described the online computation of inorganic iodine oceanic sources arising from the ozone‐mediated oxi-
dation of surface seawater iodide. Further descriptions of the VSL halogen mechanism implemented in
CAM‐Chem can be found elsewhere (Cuevas et al., 2018; Fernandez et al., 2014, 2017; Navarro et al.,
2015, 2017; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez, Baidar, et al., 2015).

Within the lower boundary, zonally averaged distributions of greenhouse gases as well as long‐lived halocar-
bons are specified following their observed surface concentration for the year 2000 (Meinshausen et al.,
2011). To avoid dynamical perturbations and to allow a multiple model experiments intercomparison,
prescribed climatological sea surface temperatures and sea‐ice extent distributions for the 2000th decade
(i.e., between 1995 and 2005) were also considered (Rayner, 2003). Note that all of these prescribed fields
have monthly resolution, allowing the computation of the sea‐ice seasonal changes within 1 year, which
are repeated iteratively year after year. Photolysis rate constants are computed online considering both a
look‐up table and CAM‐Chem actinic flux calculations (Lamarque et al., 2012). The stratospheric halogen
chemistry in the model is based on Kinnison et al. (2007) and Wegner et al. (2013) and has been widely
described elsewhere (Fernandez et al., 2014, 2017; Lamarque et al., 2012). All rate constants have been
updated to JPL‐2010 (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Sander et al., 2010, 2011) and IUPAC‐2008 (International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry; Atkinson et al., 2007, 2008).

In this work, all simulations were performed with a horizontal resolution of 1.9° latitude by 2.5° longitude
and 26 vertical levels, from the surface up to ~3 hPa (~40 km), running in specified dynamics mode. The
model is forced by high‐frequency meteorological and dynamical fields obtained from a previous
CAM‐Chem 15‐year free‐running simulation, including the full VSL halogen scheme, but without the polar
module (Fernandez et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014). Thus, the CAM‐Chem configuration used here only
solves for the chemical evolution of the atmosphere while forcing the model to a consistent but fixedmeteor-
ological evolution of the troposphere, which in turn is based on prescribed ocean and ice coverage fields that
remain identical for all the experiments performed. This nudged setup is preferred for implementing new
model developments and parameterizations, in order to isolate the chemically and source‐driven changes
from those driven by atmospheric dynamics (Fernandez et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez &
Fernandez, 2016). Note that simulations do not pertain to any specific year but are representative of the
2000th decade.

The benchmark VSL halogen setup includes also the contribution of sea‐salt aerosol (SSA) recycling. Sea‐
salt aerosols are generated by breaking waves on the ocean surface (Monahan et al., 1986; Smith et al.,
1993) and can be transported well above the MBL where their washout efficiency decreases (Murphy
et al., 2018). Heterogeneous halogen reactions taking place on the surface of SSA have previously been
included in CAM‐Chem for HX, HOX, and XONO2 species (Fernandez et al., 2014; Ordóñez et al.,
2012), based on the assumption that the rate‐limiting step for the heterogeneous recycling reaction is
the uptake of the inorganic halogen species on the aerosol surface (McFiggans et al., 2000). The aproach
assumes that the sea‐salt aerosol bulk constitutes an infinite pool of chloride and bromide, which is large
enough for the heterogeneous reactions to occur until the sea‐salt aerosol is removed by depositional pro-
cesses. This is justified considering that the mean lifetime of sea‐salt aerosols within the model is less
than 1 day (Lamarque et al., 2012; Mahowald et al., 2006); thus, SSA is daily renewed with fresh and
halide rich sea‐salt aerosol. Additionally, we imposed a vertical mask to the recycling mechanism above
~300 hPa (~8–9 km) to avoid the SSA dehalogenation computation at high altitudes where it is most
probable that aged sea‐salt aerosols would prevail (Fernandez et al., 2014). The three‐dimensional SSA recy-
cling parameterization follow a different approach to the sea‐ice surface flux and has been implemented
within the main chemical driver instead of constituting a typical additional surface source within the
emissions routines.

2.2. Observations Used for Validation

Figure S1 in the supporting information shows the location of each of the Arctic and Antarctic stations
whose atmospheric surface observations are considered in this study. The period of time when each
campaign took place as well as the measurement technique employed are summarized in Table S1. Most
of these measurements were made by the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique
(Plane & Saiz‐Lopez, 2006; Platt & Stutz, 2008), measuring the structured absorption bands of BrO and
ClO in the Ultraviolet (UV) region of the spectrum, and IO in the Visible (Vis) region. This technique
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uses an artificial light source in the case of Long‐Path DOAS (LP‐DOAS), and scattered sunlight in theMulti‐
Axes DOAS (MAX‐DOAS) configuration. Other BrO measurements, for instance, those by Liao et al. (2012),
were made at Barrow, Alaska, by Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry.

Satellite data from the space borne UV‐Vis sensors SCIAMACHY (Scanning Imaging Absorption
spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY; Bovensmann et al., 1999; Burrows et al., 1995) and GOME‐
2A (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment‐2A; Callies et al., 2000) have been used for model validation.
SCIAMACHY onboard the European Space Agency Envisat satellite and GOME‐2A onboard the
European Space Agency/EUMETSAT MetOp‐A satellite are in Sun‐synchronous orbits with equator‐
crossing times of 10:00 a.m. and 09:30 a.m., respectively. The instruments record the backscattered radiance
from Earth in nadir direction as well as the direct solar irradiance. Alternative viewing modes such as
limb and occultation for SCIAMACHY are not used here. Monthly mean climatology averaged between
2007–2012 for BrO and 2004–2011 for IO have been used in this study. While GOME‐2A is still in operation,
SCIAMACHY stopped measuring in April 2012.

Total slant column densities (SCDs) of IO from SCIAMACHY nadir data and of BrO from GOME‐2A data
are retrieved using the DOAS method (Platt, 1994). IO is retrieved in the visible spectral range from
416–430 nm (Schönhardt et al., 2008) and BrO in the UV range 336–347 nm (Afe et al., 2004; Begoin
et al., 2010). A cloud screening algorithm is not used here for both, IO and BrO, as the detection of clouds
over snow and ice from satellite is challenging. As IO column amounts are comparably small and close to
the detection limit, an average Earthshine spectrum is used as reference background in the IO retrieval in
order to improve the signal‐to‐noise‐ratio. The selected reference region is located in the remote Pacific
(30–50°S and 150–170°W) were IO amounts are assumed to be close to zero. This has been verified in an
alternative retrieval with solar reference. Since no IO is expected in the stratosphere, no stratospheric correc-
tion method is applied and the retrieved total column may be used as tropospheric slant column.

The conversion of tropospheric SCDs of IO to VCDs is done by application of a tropospheric air mass factor
that implicitly assumes that IO is well mixed within the lowest few hundred meters over snow and ice with a
constant albedo of 0.9 (Schönhardt et al., 2008). Outside snow‐ and ice‐covered regions (e.g., over the predo-
minantly dark ocean), tropospheric IO amounts would therefore be underestimated, which is important to
note when comparing satellite retrievals to model simulations. The derivation of tropospheric VCDs of BrO
is more complicated, as significant amounts of BrO also occur in the stratosphere so that the stratospheric
component has to be subtracted from the total column. In the present manuscript, due to constraints in
deriving tropospheric BrO for specific time periods over Antarctica, satellite‐derived geometric VCDs of
BrO are compared to total VCDs of BrO simulated by CAM‐Chem for both the Arctic and Antarctica.
Geometric VCDs of BrO are derived by application of a stratospheric air mass factor to retrieved total
SCDs. Geometric VCDs are expected to be closer to total VCDs over regions with high surface albedo
(snow‐ and ice‐covered areas) but will underestimate total VCDs over the open ocean, mainly due to an
underestimation of the tropospheric part of the total column. For further details on the retrievals, the
reader is referred to Schönhardt et al. (2008, 2012) for IO, as well as to Blechschmidt et al. (2016) and
Begoin et al. (2010) for BrO.

2.3. Model Experiments

Two independent CAM‐Chem model experiments, with (VSLPM‐on) and without (VSLPM‐off) polar emis-
sions, were performed to evaluate the loading of tropospheric halogens in the polar troposphere. Each of
the model experiments was run for 3 years starting from identical initial and boundary conditions (see
section 2.1), and the output from the last year of simulation was used. Within the full pole‐to‐pole setup,
an additional run was designed by turning off the direct sea‐ice sources (i.e., those described in
section 3.2) with the intention of evaluating the effectiveness of the heterogeneous recycling of deposited
reservoir species (i.e., those described in section 3.3) whenever the initial photochemical release of gas‐
phase halogens from the sea‐ice surface is not considered (VSLPM‐ind). This multiple experiments inter-
comparison allows a quantitative evaluation of the improvements in the representation of halogen chem-
istry within the polar regions.

Validation of a global CCM like CAM‐Chem against surface measurements is not straightforward, as the
vertical extent of the lowest level of the model is on the order of 100–300 m, depending on the model
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resolution and configuration. Thus, in order to compare CAM‐Chem output with atmospheric surface
measurements (e.g., BrO and IO), we have employed simulations from the THAMO model for typical
polar conditions to determine the vertical distribution of gas‐phase species within the MBL. THAMO is a
1‐D chemistry transport model with 200 stacked boxes at a vertical resolution of 5 m (total height 1 km).
The model treats iodine, bromine, O3, NOx, and HOx chemistry and is constrained with typical measured
values of other chemical species in the MBL (Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2008). The model is initialized at midnight
and the evolution of iodine species, O3, NOx, and HOx is followed until the model reaches steady state.
THAMO has been used in previous works to study tropospheric halogen chemistry in different locations,
including polar and midlatitude environments. Further details, including the full chemical scheme, can
be found elsewhere (Lawler et al., 2014; Mahajan, Shaw, et al., 2010; Mahajan, Plane, et al., 2010;
Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2008). A scaling factor between the CAM‐Chem (low‐resolution) and THAMO
(high‐resolution) vertical profiles can be obtained by nonlinear regression between 0‐ and 1‐km altitude.
This scaling factor can then be used to extrapolate the CAM‐Chem output at the same altitude at which
the measurements were performed. Individual scaling factors for BrO and IO are provided in the
supporting information (Table S2). Due to the lack of a vertical profile of ClO in the literature, the ClO
factor has been calculated from an estimated THAMO ClO vertical profile based on the relation between
the BrO and ClO vertical profiles from CAM‐Chem in the troposphere.

3. Implementation of the Halogen Polar Module in CAM‐Chem

Figure 1 depicts the different chemical processes that compose the polar‐module coupled to the CAM‐Chem
halogen core: (i) emissions of inorganic halogens either by photochemical oxidation of halide reservoirs at
the sea‐ice surface or due to the biological production by microalgae activity below the thin sea‐ice followed
by brine diffusion; (ii) deposition of gas‐phase reservoirs and re‐emission of inorganic chlorine, bromine,
and iodine from first‐year sea‐ice and fresh snow covering the polar continents or multiyear sea‐ice; and
(iii) uptake and recycling of inorganic halogens from sea‐salt aerosol, which enhances the total flux of halo-
gens to the lower troposphere over coastal areas. Even though the overall recycling mechanism leading to
the uptake and release of halogens from the sea‐ice surface to the atmosphere is quite complex, here we have
split the different types of processes as follows: direct photochemical sources are computed at the sea‐ice sur-
face and occur independently of the prior existence of an initial gas‐phase halogenated molecule within the
lower boundary of the model; while the induced heterogeneous recycling source requires the prior existence
of a gas‐phase halogenated reservoir that deposits on the sea‐ice and/or aerosol surface and, through

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the polar halogen sources as well as the gas‐phase and heterogeneous‐phase
chemistry implemented in the CAM‐Chem polar module. Red‐dashed arrows represent photochemical processes,
while solid thin black arrows represent bimolecular and termolecular reactions. Sea‐salt aerosols are highlighted with
a green background, while the halogenated reservoirs capable of being deposited and recycled on the sea‐ice surface are
encircled by an empty ellipse and connected by solid thick arrows.
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heterogeneous halide reactions, leads to the release of an additional halogen molecule back to
the atmosphere.

3.1. Geophysical Drivers Affecting Polar Sea‐Ice Emissions

The polar halogen emissions are computed considering the seasonal changes of different types of sea‐ice
surfaces covering the polar regions of the Northern (NH) and Southern (SH) Hemispheres: multiyear sea‐
ice (icefrac), defined as the total fraction of a model grid point that is covered by sea‐ice; first‐year sea‐ice
(newice), defined as the fraction of the multiyear sea‐ice that is renewed every year with fresh sea‐ice since
its minimum summer extent; the continental snowpack, representing those continental grid points that are
covered by ice; and an additional parameter calledmeltice representing the fraction of first‐year sea‐ice that
has been thawed out during the last month since its maximumwinter extent. Additionally, the polar sources
depend on the net solar irradiance reaching the Earth's surface at each latitude, longitude, and time of day
for each season (i.e., dependent on the cosine of Solar Zenith Angle, cos (SZA)), as well as the depositional
flux of individual inorganic halogen reservoirs on the surface of the sea ice/snowpack and/or its uptake on
sea‐salt aerosols occurring both during the day and at night.

Figures 2 and 3 show the spatial distribution of the main geophysical variables driving polar halogen emis-
sions. The first two rows highlight the very different distribution of sea‐ice extent prevailing in the NH and
SH: while the Arctic sea‐ice coverage is centered on the North Pole and maintains an innermost core with

Figure 2. Geographical distribution of themain geophysical variables affecting Antarctic sea‐ice emissions: (first row)multiyear sea‐ice (icefrac); (second row) first‐
year sea‐ice (newice); (third row) meltice; and (fourth row) intensity of radiation (cos (SZA)). Each independent panel on each row represents the seasonal mean of
each geophysical variable.
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complete ice coverage throughout the annual seasonal cycle (ice fraction > 0.9), the SH sea‐ice surrounding
the Antarctic continent is renewed every year (showing ice fractions smaller than 0.5 during the summer)
with the exception of some local features located on the Weddell and Ross seas. This indicates that mostly
multiyear (i.e., aged, compactedand thick) sea‐ice prevails in the NH (first row in Figure 3); while young,
thing and porous first‐year sea‐ice encircles Antarctica at most locations (second row in Figure 2). The mel-
tice parameter (third row on Figures 2 and 3) shows a completely different seasonal variation compared to
icefrac and newice, with larger distributions prevailing during the summer months in both hemispheres.
Additionally, the seasonal variation of cos (SZA), representative of the mean irradiance reaching high
latitudes during each season (fourth row in Figures 2 and 3), indicates that during the winter less than
30% of the mean radiation available in the tropics reaches the polar regions (showing a latitudinal variation
that minimizes at each pole). During the summer, up to 70% (60%) of the net irradiance present in the tropics
reaches the icy surfaces over Antarctica (the Arctic).

To highlight how the seasonal variation of these geographical factors can impact on the sea‐ice flux parame-
terizations, Figure 4 presents the spatially averaged monthly mean for each sea‐ice extent definition and for
cos (SZA), as well as the normalized product of these variables. Note that the product of the sea‐ice area × cos

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the Arctic.
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(SZA) follows the shape of the intensity of radiation reaching the polar surface on each hemisphere (blue
line), but that the seasonality of this product has a phase shift depending on the consideration of
multiyear (solid line), first‐year (dashed line) or meltice (dotted) extent. As described below, the
geographical and temporal superposition of these two features determines the dominant pattern of the
total halogen emission in the polar regions.

3.2. Photochemical Release of Reactive Halogens From the Sea‐Ice Surface

Equation (1) represents the bromine and chlorine flux from the photochemical oxidation of the halide
content prevailing at the sea‐ice surface. The initial bromide and chloride enrichment existent on top of
the thin brine layer is assumed to be maintained either by the physicochemical liquation of salty water
during the sea‐ice solidification or through the deposition of halogen rich sea‐salt aerosols (Abbatt et al.,
2012; Saiz‐Lopez & von Glasow, 2012). Within the model, we assume that the initial bromide and chloride
pool on the sea‐ice is infinitely large (i.e., the fresh sea‐ice constitutes a nonexhaustible halide reservoir).
Thus, the time‐dependent surface flux must be adjusted to respond to the main geophysical parameters
controlling the photo‐oxidative process.

FXY
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × RXY × HN=S ×

newice ið Þ þmeltice ið Þð Þ
maxICE

×
cos SZA i; tð Þð Þ

maxSZA
(1)

Figure 4. Annual seasonal cycle of the main geophysical variables affecting the source strength of each halogen source
within the Arctic (top) and Antarctica (bottom). The left axis (black) presents the total icefraction (solid), newice
(dashed), and meltice (dotted) area integrated within each polar cap, while the innermost right axis (blue) shows the
monthly mean cos (SZA), representing the intensity of radiation within each polar region. The outermost right axis (red)
shows the normalized product of both magnitudes (areasea‐ice × cos (SZA)) for each of the sea‐ice extent definitions. The
dash‐dotted red line is the sum of the normalized product for areameltice+newice × cos (SZA).
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Here we parameterized the sea‐ice flux (FXY
ICE) at each model gridpoint and time (i,t) considering (i) the frac-

tion of first‐year sea‐ice prevailing at each location (newice(i) and meltice(i)) with respect to the maximum
sea‐ice extent on each polar region during the year (maxICE); and (ii) the intensity of radiation reaching
the sea‐ice surface at each time of day (represented by cos (SZA(i,t))) normalized by the maximum radiation
(maxSZA) reaching the Arctic or Antarctica throughout the year. As the bromine and chlorine emissions are
abiotic, they only respond to the geographical changes of the newice(i),meltice(i), and cos (SZA(i,t)) variables
(see Table 1). F0 is the initial baseline flux, originally taken from a 1‐D model of BrO concentrations in
Antarctica (Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2008), which was iteratively adjusted to improve the CAM‐Chem agreement
with surface and satellite measurements. HN/S is a hemispheric factor which represents the different chlor-
ide and bromide content prevailing in the Arctic and Antarctica, and relates the efficiency of the process
between both polar regions. All of the Arctic and Antarctic parameters provided in Table 1 have been
adjusted by comparing model results and observations in an iterative manner (following a bottom‐up
approach), and they are related with the different physical (maxICE), chemical (HN/S) and radiative
(maxSZA) properties (e.g., sea‐ice thickness, ocean salinity, and precipitation, see Yang et al., 2010). Note

that the polar module includes the initial sea‐ice flux of bromine and chlorine in the form of Br2 (FBr2
ICE),

BrCl (FBrCl
ICE ), and Cl2 (FCl2

ICE, see Table 1). Cl2 emission also takes place in the polar atmosphere (Liao et al.,
2014) and can be rapidly recycled to and from BrCl at the sea‐ice surface and/or snow (Foster et al., 2001;
Wang & Pratt, 2017). Thus, once the F0 value was adjusted for Br2 and Cl2, we compute the final FICE flux

Table 1
Photochemical Sea‐Ice Emissions Implemented in the CAM‐Chem Polar Module

Sea‐ice flux expression based on equations (1)a and (2)b Adjusted parameterc

FCl2
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × RXY × HN=S ×

newice ið Þþmeltice ið Þð Þ
maxICE

× cos SZA i;tð Þð Þ
maxSZA F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 1=4 ; HN=S ¼ 0:4 ;

maxICE ¼ 0:63

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 1=4 ; HN=S ¼ 0:4 ;
maxICE ¼ 0:88

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

FBrCl
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × RXY × HN=S ×

newice ið Þþmeltice ið Þð Þ
maxICE

× cos SZA i;tð Þð Þ
maxSZA F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 1=2 ; HN=S ¼ 0:4 ;

maxICE ¼ 0:63

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 1=2 ; HN=S ¼ 0:4 ;
maxICE ¼ 0:88

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

FBr2
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × RXY × HN=S ×

newice ið Þþmeltice ið Þð Þ
maxICE

× cos SZA i;tð Þð Þ
maxSZA F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 5=4 ; HN=S ¼ 0:6 ;

maxICE ¼ 0:63

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

F0 ¼ 1:0×109 ; RXY ¼ 5=4 ; HN=S ¼ 0:5 ;
maxICE ¼ 0:88

maxSZA ¼ 0:50

�

FI2
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × HN=S × chla ið Þ × cos SZA i;tð Þð Þ

maxSZA

F0 ¼ 1:7×109 ; maxSZA ¼ 0:50 ;
HN=S ¼ 0:01

if cos SZAð Þ≥0:6ð Þ→ cos SZAð Þ ¼ 0:6

�

F0 ¼ 1:7×109 ; maxSZA ¼ 0:50 ;

HN=S ¼ 0:4

if cos SZAð Þ≥0:6ð Þ→ cos SZAð Þ ¼ 0:6

if icefrac≥0:85ð Þ→HN=S ¼ 1:0

8><
>:

aThe left column of the table presents the individual expressions for each halogen species emitted from the sea‐ice surface based on equation (1). F0 is the initial
surface flux for each halogen species; HN/S is a hemispheric factor; newice(i) and icefrac(i) are the first‐year and multiyear sea‐ice fractions, respectively, at a
given model grid point; cos (SZA(i,t)) is the cosine of the SZA at each model grid point and time of the day; maxICE and maxSZA are the adjusted maximum
sea‐ice extent and radiation imposed to normalize the emission strength. See the text for further details. bThe FICE expression for I2 is computed only when
icefrac(i) > 0 and meltice(i) < 0.15. chla(i) is a monthly dependent chlorophyll‐a map from the Giovanni data portal used as proxy for the biological activity
underneath the sea‐ice. cThe adjusted parameters for each expression in the left column are provided for the NH (top) and SH (bottom) lines within each
row. Units for F0 are molec·cm−2·s−1. All the remaining parameters are dimensionless and represent relative fractions between 0 (zero) and 1 (one).
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by introducing a halogen‐species interconversion factor (RXY) representing the fraction of bromine and
chlorine atoms being released from the sea‐ice surface as Br2, Cl2, and BrCl (see Table 1).

Macroalgae and microalgae production of aqueous iodide (I−aq) and hypoiodous acid (HOI) occurring
within and below the first‐year sea‐ice, followed by the reactive diffusion through sea‐ice brine channels
and release to the atmosphere (Saiz‐Lopez, Boxe, et al., 2015), has been suggested as one of the possible main
sources of iodine required to reproduce the high concentrations of iodine oxides observed in coastal
Antarctica (Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2007). This biologically induced flux of I2 (and to a lesser extent IBr and/or
ICl which are not considered here), can filter throughout the porous sea‐ice coverage and reach the polar
atmosphere. A mechanism considering the depth‐dependent diffusion time scale, the liquid/gas phase
equilibrium of halogen species, the temperature gradient between the lower atmosphere and the sea‐ice sur-
face underneath, as well as the photochemical diurnal and sea‐ice thickness dependence, has been described
by means of implementing a detailed multiphase model (Saiz‐Lopez, Boxe, et al., 2015). In order to imple-
ment such a complex mechanism within CAM‐Chem, we have simplified the main assumptions and
parameterized the emission flux only for gas phase I2 released to the atmosphere from the sea‐ice surface

(FI2
ICE) as follows:

FI2
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × HN=S × chla ið Þ × cos SZA i; tð Þð Þ

maxSZA
(2)

where F0 is the maximum possible I2 flux computed for the baseline Antarctic conditions in Saiz‐Lopez,
Boxe, et al. (2015); chla(i) is a monthly dependent chlorophyll‐a map used as proxy for the biological
activity underneath the sea‐ice, and the remaining parameters are equivalent to the ones described for
equation (1). Note that even though equation (2) does not include explicitly any sea‐ice term, the expression
is only computed for model grid points with smallmeltice values and a differentiated efficiency dependent on
the icefrac extent (see Table 1), which implies that the parameterized iodine emission only occurs when
polar sea‐ice is breaking apart and thinning out. The chla maps have been obtained from the Giovanni data
portal (https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/) with monthly seasonal distributions. Because these maps
are incapable of assigning a biological activity proxy below completely ice‐covered regions, we modified
the Giovanni chla maps within regions with large year‐round icefractions (such as the Weddell and Ross
seas) by imposing the values prevailing on the nearest non ice‐covered grid ponts. The implemented iodine
sea‐ice flux requires a minimum threshold of radiation reaching the sea‐ice surface to begin but rapidly satu-
rates and becomes independent on the intensity of radiation. Thus, we imposed a cos (SZA) cap to the FI2

ICE

expression as indicated in Table 1.

A qualitative illustration of the very different behavior of the total sea‐ice source throughout the seasonal
cycle, as well as its dependence on the geophysical variables described in section 3.1, is presented in
Figures 5 and 6. Note that in these panels both the contribution of the photochemical (FICE, section 3.2)
and heterogeneous (FHET, Section 3.3) sea‐ice fluxes is considered (FPOLAR = FICE + FHET), and that the
source strength for the three months considered in each season has been added (Figures S2 and S3 in the
supporting information show equivalent results considering only the photochemical FICE source). Most
notably, the sea‐ice flux for chlorine and bromine maximize during boreal summer in the Arctic since the
intensity of radiation peaks during this season while at the same time, large fractions of the Arctic first‐year
sea‐ice covered areas remain frozen. In contrast, the sea‐ice flux in Antarctica maximizes during austral
spring because during this season the sea‐ice extent is still large and only starting to decrease, while at the
same time the intensity of radiation is rapidly increasing each day moving into the austral summer
(Figure 4). Because the dominant sea‐ice extent in Antarctica is located at comparatively lower latitudes with
respect to the Arctic, the superposition of maximum summertime surface irradiance with first‐year sea‐ice
extent is considerably reduced, and thus smaller emissions are modeled to occur. During the boreal winter,
there are nonnegligible emissions at low‐latitudes (e.g., close to the Arctic polar circle), where the maximum
wintertime Arctic fresh sea‐ice extent reaches regions with non‐null surface irradiance (see Figure S3 in the
supporting information).

3.3. Heterogeneous Recycling of Reservoir Species Deposited on the Sea‐Ice

The implementation of the heterogeneous recycling of halogenated reservoir species deposited on top of the
sea‐ice follows the original mechanism described by Fan and Jacob (1992) and Foster et al. (2001), which has
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Figure 5. Seasonal distribution of the total polar sea‐ice flux (FPOLAR = FICE + FHET) within Antarctica for (top) chlorine, (middle) bromine, and (bottom) iodine.
The flux strength within each panel has been computed by adding the monthly emissions for the three months of each season. The independent contribution of
FICE and FHET are shown in the supporting information.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the Arctic.
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already been implemented in other investigations (e.g., Falk & Sinnhuber, 2018; Toyota et al., 2011; Yang
et al., 2010). Briefly, this recycling begins with the initial deposition of a gas‐phase oxidized halogenated
molecule (in the form of HOX, XONO2, and/or XNO2) on ice and/or snow, which reacts and captures a
reduced halide anion (Y−

aq) to form a dihalogen molecule (XY), which escapes to the gas‐phase due to its
low solubility:

HOX þ Hþ
aq þ Y‐

aq →
sea‐ice XY þ H2O (R1)

XONO2 þ Hþ
aq þ Y‐

aq →
sea‐ice XY þ HNO3 (R2)

XNO2 þ Hþ
aq þ Y‐

aq →
sea‐ice XY þ HNO2 (R3)

The initial reduced halide species must exist in advance on the sea‐ice surface to participate in the redox
reaction. Even when the model considers an infinite halide reservoir at the sea‐ice surface, the additional
deposition of halogenated hydracids (HY) must account for the mass‐balance required to refill the surface
halide reservoir through:

HY →
sea‐ice Hþ

aq þ Y‐

aq (R4)

Note that only a fraction of the deposited species can follow the redox reaction leading to reemission.
Therefore, the initial deposition step also represents an efficient sink of halogens from the atmosphere into
a large sea ice/snow pool that captures reservoir halogen species. In this way, the initial depositional flux can
be interpreted as a repository that compensates for the assumption of an infinite halogen reservoir on
the sea‐ice.

The parameterized implementation of the heterogeneous recycling for bromine and chlorine follows:

FXY
HET i; tð Þ ¼ REXY

N=S ×
CFXONO2 × DXONO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFXNO2 × DXNO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOX × DHOX

FLX i; tð Þ� �
CFXY (3)

where (FXY
HET) represents the surface XY emissions due to the heterogeneous recycling of halogen reservoirs

deposited on sea‐ice;DXONO2
FLX ,DXNO2

FLX , andDHOX
FLX represent the dry depositional flux of halogen nitrates, nitrites,

and hypohalogenated acids, respectively, computed at the lower boundary for each model grid point
and time of day; CFXONO2, CFXNO2, and CFHOX are the conversion factors from mass flux (e.g., kg·m−2·
year−1) to molecular flux (e.g., nmol·m−2·day−1) for each deposited species, and CFXY is the equivalent
inverse factor for converting nmol·m−2·day−1 to kg·m−2·year−1 (see Table 2). Finally, REXY

N=S is the adjusted
recycling efficiency for the release of each XY dihalogen species (i.e., analogous to a photochemical quantum
yield indicating the probability that the reactive recycling follows each specific production channel). It is
worth noting that equation (3) is only computed over sea ice‐covered surfaces (e.g., following the logical con-
dition icefrac(i) > 0), although the depositional terms (e.g., DXONO2

FLX ) remain active independently of the sur-
face type (the deposition is allowed on all oceanic, icy, and continental surfaces). The recycling efficiency for
each species, starting from their equivalentREXY

N=S values used for sea‐salt dehalogenation, is taken from pre-
vious CAM‐Chem studies (Fernandez et al., 2014; Ordóñez et al., 2012; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014) and adjusted
considering the different sea‐ice halide content prevailing in each hemisphere (Yang et al., 2010). As many
interhalogen recycling reactions have been suggested to occur on the sea‐ice surface and within the thin
brine layer covering the Arctic and Antarctic frozen surfaces (Foster et al., 2001), equivalent expressions
as those shown by reactions (R1) to (R4) can proceed forming both dihalogen and interhalogen products.
Thus, a mixture of halogenated species, like IBr and BrCl, as well as I2, Br2, and Cl2, are released back to
the gas phase (see Table 2).

Note that the heterogeneous recycling flux (equation (3)) occurring on the first‐year sea‐ice does not expli-
citly consider the deposition of the reduced reservoir HX and does not impose any SZA dependence. This
is justified considering that: (i) with a few exceptions, the HX deposition at the model surface largely sur-

passes that fromDXONO2
FLX þ DHOX

FLX ; (ii) the sea‐ice surface is already assumed to be an infinite halide reservoir,
and thus the sea‐ice halide content should not affect the kinetics of the process; and (iii) the diurnal variation
(i.e., SZA dependence) of all inorganic halogen species is already considered in the gas‐phase chemical
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partitioning within our mechanism, which depends on the intensity of solar radiation at each model grid
point. Quantitative evidence of these assumptions is provided in section 5.3, where a sensitivity analysis of
the changes in the recycling efficiency when the FICE source is turned off is presented (i.e., considering
the VSLPM‐ind experiment).

For the case of iodine, several mechanisms have been proposed to release reactive halogen species to the
polar atmosphere, such as the production of I2 and tri‐iodide (I3

−) through the photo‐oxidation of iodide
(I−aq) in icy surfaces (Kim et al., 2016), and the heterogeneous photoreduction of iodate (IO3

−) in ice, releas-
ing an iodine‐containing photofragment (Gálvez et al., 2016). Release of nitric oxide and I2 from frozen
iodide/nitrite solutions, including interhalogen chemical production through halide exchange, have also
been suggested to occur on freezing sea‐salt aerosol (O'Driscoll et al., 2006, 2008). Considering that these
emission mechanisms are quite complex, we implement here a simplified “leapfrog” mechanism for polar
iodine re‐emission following a sequential series of deposition of iodine reservoirs, photo‐induced heteroge-
neous recycling in ice (photo‐oxidation of iodide and photoreduction of iodate) and re‐emission of active gas-
eous iodine to the atmosphere, which initiates the process again. This is done by introducing a logical
condition that allows the heterogeneous photochemical production of active iodine (Gálvez et al., 2016;
Kim et al., 2016) following the deposition of iodine reservoir species over the snowpack/sea ice surface.

Table 2
Heterogeneous Recycling Emissions Implemented in the Polar Module

Heterogeneous recycling expression based on equations (3)a and (4)b Adjusted parametersc

FBr2
HET i; tð Þ ¼ REXY

N=S ×
CFBrONO2 × DBrONO2

FLX i;tð Þ þ CFBrNO2 × DBrNO2
FLX i;tð Þ þ CFHOBr × DHOBr

FLX i;tð Þð Þ
CFBr2

REXY
N=S ¼ 0:54 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

REXY
N=S ¼ 0:3 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

FBrCl
het‐rec ¼

REXY
N=S Cl−ð Þ × CFBrONO2 × DBrONO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFBrNO2 × DBrNO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOBr × DHOBr

FLX i; tð Þ� �
CFBrCl þ

REXY
N=S Br−ð Þ ×

CFClONO2 × DClONO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFClNO2 × DClNO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOCl × DHOCl
FLX i; tð Þ� �

CFBrCl

8>>><
>>>:

REXY
N=S Cl−ð Þ ¼ 0:36

REXY
N=S Br−ð Þ ¼ 0:30

)
; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

REXY
N=S Cl−ð Þ ¼ 0:20

REXY
N=S Br−ð Þ ¼ 0:30

)
; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

FCl2
HET i; tð Þ ¼ REXY

N=S ×
CFClONO2 × DClONO2

FLX i;tð Þ þ CFClNO2 × DClNO2
FLX i;tð Þ þ CFHOCl × DHOCl

FLX i;tð Þð Þ
CFCl2

REXY
N=S ¼ 0:1 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

REXY
N=S ¼ 0:075 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

FI2
HET i; tð Þ ¼ stqI×REXY

N=S

CFI2 ×
CFIONO2 × DIONO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFINO2 × DINO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOI × DHOI

FLX i; tð Þ
þCFIxOy × DIxOy

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHI × DHI
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFSSA × DSSA

FLX i; tð Þ × rISSA

 !
stqI ¼ 0:5 ; REXY

N=S ¼ 0:7 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400
MWXY

stqI ¼ 0:5 ; REXY
N=S ¼ 0:7 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

FIBr
HET i; tð Þ ¼ stqI×REXY

N=S

CFIBr ×
CFIONO2 × DIONO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFINO2 × DINO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOI × DHOI

FLX i; tð Þ
þCFIxOy × DIxOy

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHI × DHI
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFSSA × DSSA

FLX i; tð Þ × rISSA

 !
stqI ¼ 1:0 ; REXY

N=S ¼ 0:3 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400
MWXY

stqI ¼ 1:0 ; REXY
N=S ¼ 0:3 ; CFXY ¼ 1:0 × 1012 × 86;400

MWXY

aThe left column of the table presents the individual expressions for the induced recycling emission of each dihalogen species based on equation (3). DXONO2
FLX ,

DXNO2
FLX , and DHOX

FLX represent the dry depositional flux of halogen nitrates, nitrites, and hypohalogenated acids computed at the lower boundary, respectively,
for each model grid point and time of the day; CFXONO2, CFXNO2, and CFHOX are the conversion factors from mass flux (e.g., kg·m−2·year−1) to molecular
flux (e.g., nmol·m−2·day−1) for each deposited species, and CFXY is the equivalent inverse factor for converting nmol·m−2·day−1 to kg·m−2·year−1; REXY

N=S

is the adjusted recycling efficiency for the release of each XY dihalogen source within each polar region. The expression is only computed whenever icefrac(i)
> 0. bThe FHET expression for I2 and IBr is based on equation (4) and is computed only when icefrac(i) > 0 and meltice(i) < 0.15. It includes the additional
deposition of gas‐phase HI and the high‐order iodine oxides (IxOy = 2 × I2O2 + 2 × I2O3 + 2 × I2O4) as well as the surface depositional settling of sea‐salt
aerosols (DSSA

FLX). r
I
SSA = 7.27 × 10−7 and represents the ratio of the iodide content of sea‐salt aerosol respect to chloride, which is assumed to be equivalent

to the seawater halide content ([Cl−aq] = 0.53 M and [I−aq] = 3.9 × 10−7 M). stqI is a stoichiometric factor that assures that the recycling process occurring
at the icy‐surface does not capture an additional iodide ion from the infinite halogen pool. cThe adjusted parameters for each expression in the left col-
umn are provided for the NH (top) and SH (bottom). The REXY

N=S factor is dimensionless and represents relative fractions between 0 (zero) and 1 (one).

CFXY = 1.0 × 1012 × 86,400 /MWXY; whereMWXY is themolecular weight for each bihalogen species in g/mol; and the following conversion factors are used:
86,400 s/day; 1 × 103 g/kg and 1 × 109 nmol/mol.
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The "leapfrog"mechanism includes the additional contribution of sea‐salt aerosol deposition at the sea‐ice
and snowpack surface, as described in equation (4):

FI2
HET i; tð Þ ¼ stqI × REI2

N=S

CFI2 ×
CFIONO2 × DIONO2

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFINO2 × DINO2
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHOI × DHOI

FLX i; tð Þ
þCFIxOy × DIxOy

FLX i; tð Þ þ CFHI × DHI
FLX i; tð Þ þ CFSSA × DSSA

FLX i; tð Þ × rISSA

 !

(4)

where the first row in parenthesis is identical to equation (3) but for iodine species, and the second row
includes the additional deposition of all iodine gas‐phase reservoirs such as HI and the high‐order iodine
oxides (IxOy = 2 × I2O2 + 2 × I2O3 + 2 × I2O4), as well as the surface deposition of sea‐salt aerosols
(DSSA

FLX). The parameter rISSA represents the iodine content of sea‐salt aerosol, which is assumed to be equiva-
lent to that in seawater (see Table 2). Note that the re‐emission mechanism implemented for iodine differs
from the one parameterized for bromine and chlorine in two main aspects: (i) for iodine, we include a stoi-
chiometric photo‐induced recycling factor (stqI) to represent the heterogeneous recycling processes pro-
posed in the literature (Gálvez et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016); ii) following the proposed pH‐dependent
nitrite‐induced reduction of iodate reservoirs occurring in frozen solutions, where the reduction efficiency
is determined by the freeze concentration effect (Kim et al., 2019), we allowed the reactivation reaction to
occur both at the sea‐ice surface and also over the snowpack. This implementation of the iodine “leapfrog”
mechanism allows the transport of iodine from coastal to the interior of Antarctica, thereby reproducing the
satellite observations of IO over inner areas such as the Ronne and Ross ice‐shelves (see section 4.2).

Note that the contribution of the heterogeneous recycling source (FHET) has been added to the direct photo-
chemical release (FICE) in Figures 5 and 6 (FPOLAR = FICE + FHET) and that both contributions show equiva-
lent strengths and distributions (see Figures S2 to S5 in the supporting information). This is expected since
FHET requires the prior existence of a gas‐phase halogen species, which in the polar module is provided by
FICE. As the geographical distributions of the individual species within each halogen family released to the
atmosphere are very similar (for example, sources of Br2, BrCl, and IBr show equivalent spatial patterns), the
total halogen release for each halogen family (e.g., Cl, Br, and I) has been obtained by adding together the
recycling contribution from each individual process shown in Table 2. The percentage contribution of each
independent channel is provided in the supporting information.

3.4. Photochemical NOx Production From the Sea‐Ice Surface

In‐snow nitrate and nitrite photolysis occurring on the sea‐ice surface has been demonstrated at several
Arctic and Antarctic sites (Bauguitte et al., 2012; Domine et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2011), and represents
an important source of nitrogen oxides to the polar troposphere, which influence ozone levels (Bloss
et al., 2010). Here, based on Saiz‐Lopez et al. (2008) and Boxe and Saiz‐Lopez (2008), we introduced a

SZA‐dependent nitrogen dioxide surface flux (FNO2
ICE ) from the surface of multiyear sea‐ice and snowpack

following:

FNO2
ICE i; tð Þ ¼ F0 × HN=S ×

cos SZA i; tð Þð Þ
maxSZA

(5)

where cos (SZA(i,t)), maxSZA, and HN/S are equivalent variables to those defined in section 3.2. The initial
NO2 flux strength (F0) has been adjusted iteratively starting from the initial value provided by Saiz‐Lopez
et al. (2008) for Antarctic summer conditions (F0 = 2.0 × 108 molec·cm−2·s−1), and the final values for all
parameters are provided in Table S3 in the supporting information. Figure S6 shows the seasonal dependent
spatial distribution of the sea‐ice NO2 source.

4. Model Validation and Performance: Distribution of Atmospheric Halogens in
the Polar Regions

This section presents the validation of the performance of CAM‐Chem at reproducing the ambient levels of
halogen species in both polar regions when the online polar module is turned on. In doing so, note that the
current model configuration (e.g., based on climatological sea‐ice conditions and free running meteorology)
was not intended to reproduce a particular set of observations from a specific campaign, but instead to
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represent the major changes on the background polar halogen abundance
when the sea‐ice sources are considered.

Section 4.1 focuses on the measurement‐model intercomparison of BrO
and IO surface volume mixing ratios in Antarctica and the Arctic, as these
are the reactive halogenated species most usually targeted. Additional
validation for ClO is also presented for the Arctic. Besides the qualitative
seasonal comparison between experimental and modeled time series, a
standard statistical analysis is applied to determine the overall agreement
throughout the period of time when each campaign took place. Simulated
total BrO and IO columns within the polar regions are also compared
against satellite retrieved BrO and IO columns in section 4.2. As themodel
simulation is based on climatological sea‐ice extent, the satellite data have
been averaged for 5–8 years (see section 2.2). This allows the analysis to
focus on the mean geographical distribution of halogen oxides within
the SH and NH. All the model‐measurement evaluations presented in
the main text have been performed considering the full polar setup
(VSLPM‐on). To highlight the large changes in the modeled halogen repre-
sentations when the polar module is turned on, equivalent comparisons
considering the VSLPM‐off setup are provided in the
supporting information.

4.1. Comparison With Surface Observations

Figures 7 and 8 show the annual variation of modeled and measured BrO
and IO surface mixing ratios performed at the different Antarctic and
Arctic measurements locations compiled in Table S1 of the supporting
information. Modeled hourly values have been extracted at the closest
model grid point with respect to the exact location of each station, and
the CAM‐Chem output at the surface has been multiplied by the
THAMO scaling factor to account for the model variability in the
BrO/IO vertical profile within the polar MBL (see section 2.3 and Table
S2). A 24‐hr (red) and a 10‐day (blue) moving average have been applied
to the daytime hourly model output. Equivalent results for the VSLPM‐off

simulations are shown in Figures S7 and S8.

We begin the validation of surface values considering measurements
performed at Halley station (Antarctica) for BrO and IO (Saiz‐Lopez
et al., 2007), as those are the only experimental data sets existent in polar

regions covering a full annual cycle. Both modeled and experimental data show a marked seasonal cycle,
with null values during austral winter and maximum halogen oxide mixing ratios during spring, which
rapidly decrease during the summer (Figure 7). Maximum hourly modeled springtime values reach ~35
ppt for BrO and ~13 ppt for IO, with respective daily mean maxima of ~20 ppt and ~10 ppt which are main-
tained during September and October. This is in agreement with the reported BrO and IO peak values of 22
and 21 ppt, respectively, as well as with the observed seasonal cycle showing a secondary maximum during
austral fall (Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2007). This secondary maximum is related to the rapid increase in (i) the first‐
year sea‐ice during March and April, which enhances the surface sea‐ice flux before the beginning of the
austral polar night; and (ii) the relative increase in the contribution of SSA dehalogenation source during fall
in the SH (see section 5.1). The year‐round surface BrO mean levels at Halley reach 5.9 and 5.0 ppt for the
observations and model data, respectively, with a mean bias of −0.9 ppt that is smaller than the standard
deviation (3.6 and 5.2 ppt, respectively, see Table 3). The maximum IO levels observed during October
are well captured by the model. In comparison to BrO, the modeled seasonal IO peak is shifted to early

spring due to the occurrence of phytoplankton blooms, which increase the FI2
ICE flux within the Weddell

Sea. During late summer and early fall, the model shows a continuous plateau of ~2 ppt of mean daily
IO levels until null values are reached during the austral winter. Nevertheless, the overall hourly and
daily modeled results show a reasonable agreement with respect to the measured IO variability and

Figure 7. Annual variation of surface halogen oxides modeled at different
Antarctic stations: (a) BrO Halley; (b) IO Halley; (c) BrO Scott; (d) IO
Scott. The hourly concentrations, 24‐hr moving averages and 10‐day moving
averages of modeled XO are indicated by a black dot line, red solid line,
and blue solid line, respectively. Observations at each Antarctic base are
superimposed with colored circles.
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statistics (observed and modeled mean IO reaches 5.0 and 3.2 ppt, with
a normalized mean bias (NMB) of −0.4, see Table 3). Note that the sec-
ondary maximum of IO is much less pronounced than that of BrO. This
highlights that the initial sea‐ice sources of bromine and iodine
respond to different mechanisms.

For the case of the MAX‐DOAS measurements performed at Scott base
(Hay, 2011), the modeled BrO and IO values lie within their respective
measurements range, showing a similar tendency and a small overestima-
tion (mean bias of 4.1 and −0.1 ppt, respectively). Note, however, that the
observed and modeled maximum IO values at Scott base appear during
the end of the austral spring (Figure 7). For the case of BrO, a secondary
maximum during the fall is also predicted by the model at Scott, although
in this case there are no measurements to compare. Modeled IO results in
summertime values that are larger than those observed during early
spring, with a smooth decrease starting at the end of the summer and
early fall.

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of modeled ClO, BrO, and IO sur-
face mixing ratios and its comparison with Arctic measurements. Daily
mean BrO surface mixing ratios measured during boreal spring are quali-
tatively well reproduced, although there is an apparent overestimation on
the maximum values at Zeppelin and Barrow throughout the complete
time series (Brooks et al., 2006; Liao et al., 2012). Note that to statistically
compare the observed values with the model output (Table 3) we only
extracted the model BrO peak for the same Julian day when measure-
ments were performed, and computed a 6‐hr model mean centered at
the local time of the BrO peak. Table 3 shows BrOmax

obs ≈ 30 ppt and
BrOmax

mod ≈ 40 ppt at Zeppelin, while the corresponding observed and
modeled maximum values for Barrow are 32 and 47 ppt, determining an
overall positive bias (NMB reaches 1.5 and 0.7 for each respective cam-
paign). For the case of Alert and Amundsen, the model shows a small
negative bias (NMB is −0.2 and −0.1, respectively), with maximum pre-
dicted values that are smaller than observations (Table 3). In general,
modeled and measured standard deviations (st dev) largely surpass the
absolute bias, indicating that the modeled and measured values used for
validation are more spread than the mean difference between model
and measurements. Note that the normalized mean error (NME) for
Antarctic stations is usually smaller than that for the Arctic.

In contrast to BrO, modeled IO peaks at Zeppelin are continuously
observed throughout the boreal spring, summer, and fall, which can be
explained considering that the dominant iodine source around that loca-
tion arises from the ocean surface (FOCN) and not from the sea‐ice.
Indeed, the modeled IO surface levels follow the geographical distribution

of theFI
OCN source (see Figure S9 in the supporting information), and thus

present maximum Arctic values at low latitudes. Note that the overall
NMB = −0.6 indicates that the model underestimates the total polar
iodine loading at that particular station. The model also predicts maxi-
mum ClO surface mixing ratios during boreal spring, consistent with
BrO, of equivalent magnitude to those observed at Barrow and Zeppelin

stations. Finally, it is worth highlighting that when the polar module is turned‐off (e.g., for the VSLPM‐off

case), the modeled halogen oxides levels over the Arctic and Antarctica are at least 10 times smaller than
the observations (Figures S7 and S8), highlighting the importance of considering sea‐ice sources in the polar
regions.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for Arctic stations: (a) BrO Zeppelin; (b) IO
Zeppelin; (c) ClO Zeppelin; (d) BrO Barrow; (e) ClO Barrow; (f) BrO Alert;
and (g) BrO Amundsen Gulf.
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4.2. Comparison With Satellite VCDs

In order to validate the halogen oxide geographical distributions obtained with CAM‐Chem, we have com-
puted the monthly mean vertical columns for BrO and IO (i.e., the vertical column density at each model
grid point) and compared these to BrO columns retrieved from GOME‐2A (Blechschmidt et al., 2016) and
IO columns from SCIAMACHY (Schönhardt et al., 2012), respectively. As the original satellite data have
a much finer spatial resolution than the global model (e.g., the original pixel size of the GOME‐2 data is
40 × 80 km2 and for SCIAMACHY data is 0.25° × 0.25°), we initially averaged the satellite data onto a
0.5° × 0.5° grid considering all observation times and orbits within each month, and further computed the
monthly mean for the years 2007–2011 (GOME‐2A) and 2004–2011 (SCIAMACHY). In a second step, the
satellite data were regridded onto the 1.9° × 2.5° resolution in CAM‐Chem. To ensure a proper timing during
the model/satellite comparison, CAM‐Chem output was extracted between 9:00 and 11:00 local time at all
model grid points. This covers the range of satellite observation times over the polar regions (section 2.2).

The modeled spatial distribution of BrO total VCDs presents a reasonable agreement with the geometric
VCD GOME‐2A retrievals (Figure 9), presenting maximum values during boreal Arctic spring that decrease
in magnitude toward the summer. The simulated spatial distribution show large BrO VCDs areas located
close to the geographical Arctic circle (i.e., 66°N) and maximize above first‐year sea‐ice regions in coinci-
dence with the surface BrO plumes (see Figure S9), highlighting the contribution of lower troposphere
BrO to the total vertical column. The spatial location of the BrO VCDsmaxima observed from satellite is well
reproduced for some areas, but the simulated distribution also differs from observations in other regions: for
example, in April, the model captures the high values measured over the west of Greenland, while the mea-
sured peak values between the East Siberian and Beaufort sea are not reproduced by the model. Note, how-
ever, that the exact locations of the BrO VCD plumes are expected to differ between the model and the
satellite observations, as the GOME‐2A data have been averaged from 2007–2011 while the model is run
in free‐running mode, and thus, it is not representative of the meteorology of any specific year (see
section 2.1). There is a model negative VCD bias throughout the year (ranging between −0.1 × 1013 and
−2.5 × 1013 molec/cm2), with larger differences appearing during the boreal summer months. This overall
negative bias is partially reduced when meltice is considered in equation (1): for example, the relative con-
tribution of meltice and newice to the surface sea‐ice flux are of equivalent magnitude during May and
June (Figure 4). As the magnitude and evolution of surface BrO is generally well reproduced in the model,
the observed VCD differences most probably arise due to an underestimation of modeled free tropospheric
BrOwhich, in turn, could imply that the SSA recycling process is not properly represented in the simulations
and/or themodel overestimates the washout efficiency of inorganic bromine in the free troposphere. It is less
likely that the model/observation VCD difference arise from stratospheric BrO, as the CAM‐Chem

Table 3
Statistical Analysis of CAM‐Chem Performance in Reproducing Surface BrO and IO Observations in the Arctic and Antarctica

Station Species

Observeda Modela Mod‐Obsb

Mean Max St dev Mean Max St dev Bias NMB NME

Zeppelin BrO 6.6 30.3 5.9 16.4 40.2 10.4 9.9 1.5 2.0
Zeppelin IO 1.5 3.5 0.8 0.6 4.9 1.1 −0.8 −0.6 0.9
Zeppelin ClO 9.5 16.0 3.5 5.1 13.5 3.6 −4.3 −0.5 0.5
Barrow BrO 11.8 32.1 9.1 20.3 47.0 13.5 8.5 0.7 1.1
Barrow ClO 11.0 27.0 8.6 6.9 12.4 4.3 −4.1 −0.4 0.8
Alert BrO 8.3 30.5 7.0 6.8 20.3 5.4 −1.5 −0.2 1.0
Amundsen BrO 23.5 40.9 9.4 20.8 38.4 10.3 −2.7 −0.1 0.5

Halley BrO 5.9 20.2 3.6 5.0 27.8 5.2 −0.9 −0.2 0.7
Halley IO 5.0 20.1 3.9 3.2 9.3 3.1 −1.9 −0.4 0.6
Scott BrO 3.8 10.9 2.0 7.9 21.7 5.4 4.1 1.1 1.3
Scott IO 1.5 2.6 0.5 1.4 2.2 0.5 −0.1 −0.1 0.3

Note. The statistical analysis has been performed by selecting the closest model grid point to the exact location of each polar base and extracting the BrO, ClO, and
IO daily peak from themodel for the same Julian day whenmeasurements were performed. Themean value is computed considering a 6‐hr range centered at the
local time of the daily peak.
aUnits for observed and modeled mean, maximum (max), and standard deviation (st dev) are parts per trillion by volume (ppt). bUnits for the model‐observa-
tion (Mod‐Obs) bias are also ppt, while the normalized mean bias (NMB) and normalized mean error (NME) are dimensionless.
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climatological performance in the stratosphere has already been validated against WACCM and other high
top global models (Fernandez et al., 2014, 2017; Tilmes et al., 2016). Additionally, note that the satellite
retrieval is less sensitive over regions with low surface albedo so that retrieved geometric VCDs are
expected to underestimate the tropospheric contribution to the total columns over the open ocean.
Independently of the overall negative bias, it is worth highlighting the general capability of the model to
reproduce the BrO VCD seasonality at all Arctic stations, as well as a consistent spatial distribution.

An equivalent general analysis of the model performance can be made for Antarctica. The seasonal variation
and spatial distribution of BrO VCDs above Antarctica show a much better agreement to the satellite retrie-
vals during early austral spring, presenting a small underestimation during late spring and summer
(Figure 10). The model predicts maximum BrO VCDs located above 1st‐year sea‐ice covered areas, following
the spatial patterns of the total sea‐ice flux observed in Figure 5. The mean bias of the BrO VCD for
Antarctica is smaller than that observed for the Arctic (ranges between −0.1 × 1013 and −1.5 × 1013

molec/cm2), with the larger differences above the Antarctic snowpack and around the Southern Ocean
(i.e., within the 50–60°S latitudinal band). The latter is a region characterized by persistent and strong winds
that produce large amounts of sea‐salt aerosols, leading to enhanced SSA dehalogenation in the free tropo-
sphere, which in turn, affects the BrO abundance above the MBL (section 5.1). Indeed, the difference
between the GOME‐2A data and CAM‐Chem for the BrO vertical column above the Southern Ocean peaks
during the summer months, suggesting that a considerable portion of the bias between satellite and model
results could arise from the free troposphere.

We now evaluate the model performance for IO column densities observed above Antarctica (Figure 11).
Note that the satellite IO VCD is computed as a differential column with respect to the reference in the
remote Pacific (i.e., within the 30–50°S and 150–170°W region, see section 2.2), assuming a zero IO

Figure 9. Springtime monthly mean climatology (averaged over 2007–2011) of BrO geometric VCDs from (top) GOME‐2A and (middle) CAM‐Chem for the Arctic.
A latitudinal mask has been applied as satellite data is derived poleward of 70°N. (bottom) Seasonal variation of BrOVCDs above different Arctic stations. Error bars
in the modeled values correspond to the standard deviation. GOME‐2A = Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment‐2A; CAM‐Chem = Community Atmosphere
Model with Chemistry.
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reference. The CAM‐Chem IO VCD within that reference area reaches a mean annual value of 5.6 × 1011

molec/cm2, which can represent in cases half of the total IO VCD retrieved by the satellite above the sea‐
ice covered areas. Thus, in order to quantitatively compare the IO VCD results, we subtracted the
modeled monthly IO VCD mean within the remote Pacific reference area from the CAM‐Chem VCD
output (hereinafter referred to “CAM‐Chem corrected” output, Table 4). Overall, the implementation of
the polar module allows the model to achieve a satisfactory Antarctic IO VCD whose maximum and
background levels are in reasonable agreement with those retrieved from SCIAMACHY, including several
areas (such as the Weddell and Ross seas) and times (October and November) with overlapping
enhancements in tropospheric IO. The implementation of the iodine “leapfrog” mechanism described in
section 3.3 results in the propagation of active iodine from coastal to inner regions of Antarctica, reproducing
satellite IO measurements over the interior of the continent. It is worth to mention that the observed IO
enhancements are in general fairly close to the detection limit and that the satellite spatial distribution is
influenced by the varying albedo above the sea‐ice and snowpack, which is assumed to be constant during
the retrieval. Additionally, the shielding due to clouds (and on a smaller scale atmospheric aerosols or blow-
ing snow) might be relevant because the satellite would see less IO above those areas, and the retrieval algo-
rithm does not include any cloud filter. Further measurements performed by new satellite instruments with
improved signal‐to‐noise ratio and spatial resolution may help to performmore accurate comparisons in the
future. The model captures quite well the observed seasonal trends for both stations, presenting a small
underestimation at Halley and a slight overestimation at Scott during September.

5. Quantification of Halogen Emissions From the Polar Regions

This section quantifies the sea‐ice halogen emissions and compares them to the ocean VSL halocarbon fluxes
already implemented in the benchmark CAM‐Chem setup within each polar cap (defined as poleward of 50°

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for Antarctica. The latitudinal mask has been applied poleward of 60°S.
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latitude in each hemisphere). We have also conducted sensitivity runs to estimate the uncertainty in the sea‐
ice emission flux by iteratively modifying the flux from our best‐adjusted value until the bias shows a
persistent disagreement with observations. We estimate an uncertainty of ±50% in the computed halogen

Figure 11. Springtime monthly mean distribution (averaged from 2004 to 2011) of total IO VCDs retrieved from (top) SCIAMACHY and (middle) CAM‐Chem for
the SH. All data are shown poleward from 50°S. CAM‐Chem output has been corrected by subtracting the modeled reference IO VCDs from the remote Pacific
(30–50°S and 150–170°W). (bottom) Seasonal variation of IO VCDs above different Antarctic stations. Error bars in the modeled values correspond to the standard
deviation. SCIAMACHY = SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY; CAM‐Chem = Community Atmosphere Model with
Chemistry.

Table 4
Statistical Analysis of the CAM‐Chem Performance in Reproducing BrO (GOME‐2A) and IO (SCIAMACHY) VCDs Above Different Arctic and Antarctic Stations

Station Species

Observeda Modela Mod‐Obsb

Mean Max St dev Mean Max St dev Bias NMB NME

Barrow BrO 5.2 7.5 1.8 4.5 6.6 1.6 −0.7 −0.2 0.2
Alert BrO 5.3 8.1 1.8 4.2 6.7 1.8 −1.1 −0.3 0.3
Amundsen BrO 4.6 6.9 1.6 4.3 5.9 1.1 −0.4 −0.1 0.2

Halley BrO 5.5 6.1 0.5 4.3 6.2 1.0 −1.2 −0.3 0.3
Halley IOc 1.0 1.3 0.2 1.1 1.4 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.4
Scott BrO 4.8 5.5 0.6 3.8 6.3 1.8 −0.5 −0.1 0.2
Scott IOc 1.0 1.3 0.2 1.1 2.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.4

aValues for observed andmodeledmean, maximum (max), and standard deviation (st dev) have been divided by 1013 molec/cm2 for the case of BrOVCDs and by
1012 molec/cm2 for the case of IO VCDs. The model st dev was computed considering the 9:00–11:00 mean value for each day at the closest grid point to each
polar base. The satellite st dev considers the monthly variation of all satellite pixels within each model grid point. bThe model‐observation (Mod‐Obs) bias has
also been divided by 1013 molec/cm2 for BrO and by 1012 molec/cm2 for IO, while the normalized mean bias (NMB) and normalized mean error (NME) are
dimensionless. cFor the case of IO VCDs, “CAM‐Chem corrected” values (i.e., subtracting the monthly IO VCDmean within the remote Pacific reference area
from the modeled CAM‐Chem VCD output) have been used. See text for details.
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emission flux. Beyond this uncertainty range, the model either clearly underestimates or overestimates the
observations. To help with readability, we ordered the text so that results in sections 5.1 to 5.4 correspond to
processes described in sections 3.1 to 3.4, respectively. Finally, section 5.5 compares the contribution of each
independent source and provides individual mean results for different seasons. All the annual flux
estimations presented here have been performed for the VSLPM‐on experiment unless stated otherwise.

5.1. Oceanic and SSA Emissions of Halocarbons and Inorganic Halogens

Table 5 presents the total annual release of halogen atoms from VSL photodecomposition (i.e., considering
both hν + OH reactivity) for chlorine, bromine, and iodine, separated for the Northern and Southern polar
caps. As VSL halocarbon photodecomposition in the atmosphere does not occur instantaneously but
depends on the effective chemical lifetime of each species, we separately integrated the X atom production
rate from VSL degradation occurring only at the lowest level of the model (FVSL

srf, which is representative of
the photochemical breakdown in the MBL) with respect to the total halogen release integrated in the tropo-
sphere (FVSL

trop). The VSL halogen emission flux for each family is very similar between both polar regions
(FVSL

srf = 0.2, 0.6, and 3.1 Gg/year for chlorine, bromine, and iodine in Antarctica, respectively, and 0.4, 1.0,
and 4.6 Gg/year within the Arctic), which is expected to be the case as the Ordóñez et al. (2012) inventory
considers equivalent emission strength for all halocarbons within northern and southern high latitudinal
bands. We use FVSL

srf to compare the contribution of VSL halocarbons respect to other sea‐ice sources afect-
ing to surface BrO and IO levels. FVSL

trop is used in the comparison with BrO/IO columns.

Table 5 also shows the annual mean inorganic iodine source released by the ozone‐mediated oxidation of

seawater iodide at the ocean surface (FI
OCN, in the form of HOI and I2), which is computed online and

released in the lowest layer of the model (see section 3.1). Note that for the SH polar cap, FVSL
srf and

FI
OCN for iodine are of equivalent magnitude, while for the Arctic FI

OCN ≈ 6 × FVSL
srf. This responds to

the larger anthropogenic ozone background in the NH high latitudes MBL: high ozone levels around
Europe and North America enhance oceanic iodine emissions from the sea surface, which in turn regulate
MBL ozone destruction through a negative feedback mechanism (Prados‐Roman, Cuevas, Fernandez,
et al., 2015).

The annual emission strength of the SSA dehalogenation process, separated into their surface (FSSA
srf) and

tropospheric (FSSA
trop) contributions is also listed in Table 5. Several interesting features result from the

Table 5
Halogen Annual Emission Flux Arising From Each of the Independent Sources Implemented in the Polar Module

Region Antarctica Arctic

Speciesa Chlorine Bromine Iodine Chlorine Bromine Iodine

FICE 19.6 160.2 19.4 17.5 167.4 3.0E−2
FHET 12.3 89.7 19.4 15.0 103.2 3.8
FPOLAR 31.9 249.9 38.8 32.5 270.6 3.9
FI
OCN 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 27.0

FVSL
srf 0.2 0.6 3.1 0.4 1.0 4.6

FSSA
srf 9.0 20.7 0.0 8.6 21.4 0.0

FSRF 41.2 271.1 45.9 41.5 292.9 35.5
FVSL

trop 2.7 21.3 32.7 5.0 27.0 32.6
FSSA

trop 85.6 146.8 0.0 68.0 109.0 0.0
FTROP 120.3 417.9 75.5 105.4 406.6 63.5
aAll values correspond to the VSLPM‐on experiment and are given in Gg X year−1, where X stands for Cl, Br, and/or I.
FICE represents the photochemical sea‐ice emissions (section 5.2), FHET represents the heterogeneous recycling emis-
sion (section 5.3), and FPOLAR = FICE+ FHET.F

I
OCN is the total oceanic iodine flux (section 5.1). For the case of the VSL

halogen photochemical release (FVSL) and the SSA dehalogenation source (FSSA), the mean annual flux has been com-
puted, differentiating the emission occurring at the surface (FVSL

srf and FSSA
srf) from that occurring throughout the

whole troposphere (FVSL
trop and FSSA

trop). FSRF adds up all of the original sources implemented in the VSL halogen
version of CAM‐Chem plus the sources arising from the surface of each polar cap (FSRF = FPOLAR + FI

OCN + FVSL
srf +

FSSA
srf). FTROP quantifies the overall atomic halogen flux integrated within the whole troposphere for each polar cap

(FTROP = FPOLAR + FI
OCN + FVSL

torp + FSSA
trop). Note that each bold row shows the sum of the flux strength of the

preceding non‐bold rows plus FPOLAR.
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implementation of the SSA dehalogenation source. These are exemplified for the Southern Hemisphere:
first, the vertically integrated SSA dehalogenation contribution is the largest source of chlorine throughout

the polar troposphere (FSSA
trop = 85.6 Gg Cl/year), surpassing the photochemical release from VSLs (FCl

VSL

= 2.7 Gg Cl/year) as well as the chlorine source from the sea‐ice surface (FCL2
ICE þ FBrCl

ICE = 19.6 Gg Cl/year

and FXY
HET = 12.3 Gg Cl/year, see below); second, the surface sea‐ice flux is the predominant source of bro-

mine (FPOLAR = 249.9 Gg Br/year) and controls surface halogen chemistry over the Antarctic (FVSL
srf =

0.6 Gg Br/year and FSSA
srf = 20.7 Gg Br/year), although the overall aerosol contribution integrated in the

tropospheric column (FSSA
trop = 146.8 Gg Br/year) is of equivalent magnitude; third, there is a marked

and rapid decrease in the SSA dehalogenation flux moving up in the troposphere as well as moving into con-
tinental Antarctica or out to the open ocean, which responds to the quite rapid washout lifetime of SSA in
the model. Hence, the SSA source has a large impact on tropospheric halogens mainly above the open ocean
areas (see section 4.2), but it does not represent a significant contribution to maintaining the large halogen
burden required to reproduce the polar surface observations of BrO and IO presented in section 4.1. Note
that for the case of iodine, SSA dehalogenation does not represent a net source but only constitutes an addi-
tional process changing the gas‐phase partitioning (Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014).

5.2. Emissions From the Sea‐Ice Surface: Photochemical and Biologically Induced Sources

The global annual flux of inorganic chlorine and bromine photochemically released from the sea‐ice surface
for the SH reaches 19.6 and 160.2 Gg/year, respectively, while in the NH it adds up to 17.5 and 167.4 Gg/year
(Table 5). The slightly larger annual values for the NH result mainly from the larger newice area accumulated
throughout the year, as well as the smallermaxSZA adjusted parameter for equation (1) within the Arctic. For

the case of iodine, the annual mean emission of the biological source from underneath the sea‐ice (FI2
ICE) in

the SH is approximately 5 times larger than the oceanic polar emission and ~6 times larger than the FVSL
srf

iodine source. In contrast, for the NH the sea‐ice iodine emission is negligible (FI2
ICE ≈ 3 × 10−2 Gg/year).

Therefore, ~75% of the total Arctic iodine comes from the ocean (FI
OCN), while the remaining is provided

by FVSL
srf. The convergence of several emission drivers enhances the relative contribution of FI2

ICE in
Antarctica with respect to the Arctic, in what has been called the “polar iodine paradox” (Saiz‐Lopez &
Blaszczak‐Boxe, 2016): larger first‐year sea‐ice coverage and thinner sea‐ice thickness prevails in
Antarctica, which enhances the photochemical biotic production of iodide underneath the sea‐ice and favors
the transport of I2 through brine channels up to the sea‐ice surface. On the other hand, the dominant thick
and compact multiyear sea‐ice prevailing in the Arctic, shields the microalgae colonies underneath the sea‐
ice from the weak solar radiation, reducing the iodide biological production and brine diffusion from below
the sea‐ice. This is represented in the polar module by a reduced efficiency (40 times smaller) in the “produc-
tion + diffusion coefficient” for the NH (HN/S = 0.01) with respect to the SH (HN/S = 0.4) in equation (2).

5.3. Heterogeneous Recycling of Halide Reservoirs at the Sea‐Ice Surface

The absolute annual recycling emission flux (FHET) for each halogen species for the VSLPM‐on experiment
are also given in Table 5. Due to the larger Arctic ocean and sea‐ice salinity (represented by a higher north-

ern recycling efficiency (REXY
N=S) for all Arctic expressions in Table 2) as well as the larger sea‐ice extent,FCl

HET

andFBr
HET contributions to the total polar source is greater in the Arctic than in Antarctica. An additional fac-

tor increasing the Arctic recycling efficiency with respect to the SH is the overall larger NOx background,
which shifts the inorganic chlorine/bromine gas‐phase partitioning to the formation of halogen nitrates
and nitrites (e.g., ClONO2, ClNO2), thus increasing the deposition of oxidized species that initiates the het-
erogeneous recycling process. Note that the recycling emission for bromine and chlorine is smaller than the

initial photochemical emission quantified in section 5.2: for example, in AntarcticaFBr
HET represents only 60%

the sum ofFBr2
ICE þ FBrCl

ICE . For the case of Antarctic iodine, the sea‐ice recycling includes the contribution of all

inorganic reservoirs and sea‐salt iodine, and as a consequence F l
HET ≈ FI2

ICE. Indeed, the flux strength is mod-

eled to be smaller in the Arctic (F l
HET = 3.8 Gg I/year) than in Antarctica (Fl

HET = 19.4 Gg I/year) due to the
different locations of the initial surface flux releasing gas‐phase iodine: while in the Arctic the dominant
source is the ocean which shows enhanced strength at low latitudes further away from the ice‐covered
regions, in Antarctica the initial flux results directly from the plankton colonies underneath and within
sea‐ice. In general, the seasonal variation of FHET follows the shape of the sea‐ice source (FICE).
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Besides the XONO2 and HOX depositional flux (DFLX
ox), it is worth noting that the HY deposition

(DFLX
red) also contribute to increase the halide content available at the sea‐ice and snowpack

surfaces, although many complex geochemical factors affect the surface halide concentration
(Abbatt et al., 2012). Thus, DFLX

red does not always account for the halogen mass‐balance required
to refill the halide uptake occurring at the sea‐ice surface. Table 6 shows that for bromine and chlor-
ine DFLX

red > DFLX
ox both in the Arctic and Antarctica. This justifies the assumption that DFLX

ox con-
trols the maximum possible halogen contribution arising from the heterogeneous recycling processes.
But for the case of chlorine, the deposition of oxidized chlorine species in the Arctic (DFLX

ox = 5.9 Gg
Cl/year) is not enough to provide the total chlorine mass (in the form of Cl2) to compensate for the

heterogeneous recycling flux (FCl
HET = 15.0 Gg Cl/year). This is partially compensated by a larger

contribution of BrCl emission to the total chlorine flux, which results from the release of a chloride
ion by the recycling of an oxidized bromine reservoir (mainly BrONO2) whose depositional flux to the
surface largely surpass that of oxidized chlorine reservoirs. This is not the case for iodine, which pre-
sents a marked imbalance in the surface deposition of reduced species (i.e., HI), that represents at
most 5% of the heterogeneous recycling flux required to account for the total iodine emission
(DFLX

red = 0.4 Gg I/year for the SH and DFLX
red = 0.1 Gg I/year for the NH). The reduced HI deposi-

tion can be explained by the small HI partitioning within the total inorganic iodine, which is com-
paratively much smaller than the equivalent HBr and HCl fractions within the bromine and
chlorine families: HCl (HBr) is the most (second most) abundant inorganic chlorine (bromine) spe-
cies in the MBL (Fernandez et al., 2014; Saiz‐Lopez et al., 2014). Note that the model implementation
of heterogeneous recycling was performed considering an infinite halide reservoir prevailing on top of
the sea‐ice; thus, the mass imbalance between DFLX

red and DFLX
ox for iodine compounds does not

represent a technical limitation to the polar module configuration. However, this imbalance high-
lights the importance of including additional activation processes in the model to compensate for
the additional sea‐ice iodide content required for maintaining the efficiency of the heterogeneous
recycling mechanism. For example, it has been suggested that (i) a fraction of the aqueous iodide
and tri‐iodide ions biologically produced underneath the sea‐ice can contribute, in addition to the

FI2
ICE gas‐phase flux, to refill and maintain the iodide abundance on top of the sea‐ice surface

(Saiz‐Lopez, Boxe, et al., 2015); and (ii) nitrite mediated reduction of iodate ions can result in iodide
formation within the ice grain boundaries (Kim et al., 2019). These assumptions explain the larger
surface recycling efficiency for Antarctica, where the more porous and thin ice enhances the
brine diffusion rates of inorganic iodine.

The VSLPM‐ind experiment show that both the absolute recycling flux and the percentage contribu-
tion of each channel are strongly affected by the omission of the initial sea‐ice sources (FICE). In
the SH, the overall recycling flux is reduced by a factor of approximately 2, 4, and 12 for chlorine,
bromine, and iodine, respectively (Table 6), highlighting the importance of FICE as a requirement
for the initial release of gaseous halogen species, which can later be deposited and recycled back
to the atmosphere. It also indicates the greater recycling efficiency of iodine with respect to bromine

and chlorine on a per atom basis. For the NH, equivalent decreases in FXY
HET strength are predicted for

bromine and chlorine within the VSLPM‐ind experiment. That is not the case for FI
HET, which shows

equivalent results for VSLPM‐on and VSLPM‐ind, because the dominant iodine source in the Arctic is

the ocean (FI
OCN = 27.0 Gg I/year versus FI2

ICE = 3×10−2 Gg I/year). We find that due to the large

decrease in the bromine source in the VSLPM‐ind simulation, chlorine reemission in the form of
Cl2 is at least twofold compared to the VSLPM‐on case (see Table S4). As a consequence, the com-
puted depositional fluxes for ClONO2 and HOCl (DFLX

ox) within the VSLPM‐ind scheme always fulfill
the chlorine mass balance required at the sea‐ice surface. For the case of bromine, the less efficient
recycling produces a shift in the dominant species being deposited on the sea‐ice in the NH: within
the VSLPM‐on experiment, DFLX

red is almost two times larger than DFLX
ox, while for the VSLPM‐ind

experiment DFLX
red < DFLX

ox. Table S4 also indicates that for both experiments molecular bromine
dominates the percentage contribution of the recycling process: the modeled Br2 release represents

~70% of the total FBr
HET both in the Arctic and Antarctica. That is not the case for chlorine, where

the contribution from BrCl dominates the total surface recycling flux, representing ~75% of theT
ab
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chlorine recycling emission and ~25% of the bromine mass release. This responds to the much larger
deposition rate of oxidized bromine species with respect to their equivalent chlorinated species.

5.4. Quantification of Polar NOx Sources

The additional photochemical NOx source for each polar region is depicted in Figure S6 and quantified in
Table S5 of the supporting information. The NO2 surface flux (FNO2) in Antarctica reaches 94 Gg N/year,
while for the Arctic is approximately 44 Gg N/year. In order to compare the NO2 polar emissions to other
nitrogen sources, we have also quantified the polar NO anthropogenic emissions implemented in the bench-
mark CAM‐Chem setup (Lamarque et al., 2012). Notably, while there are not any anthropogenic NO sources
implemented for latitudes poleward of 50°S in the SH, within the NH polar cap the human‐induced NO flux
surpasses the sea‐ice NO2 source. Indeed, results for NO indicate that more than half of the nitrogen source
in the NH polar cap is anthropogenic (ice‐masked FNO = 94 Gg N/year, while if the oceanic and continental
anthropogenic sources are included, it rises up to 5.3 Tg N/year). The sea‐ice release is the only nitrogen
source in Antarctica (Wolff, 2013), and its inclusion affects background ozone levels and considerably
changes the NO/NO2 ratio, which in turn is correlated with the bromine and iodine halogen cycles through
XONO2 and XNO2 formation (Bauguitte et al., 2012; Bloss et al., 2010). The percentage contribution of FNO2
during December–February, March–May, June–August, and September–November for Antarctica reaches
48%, 7%, 4%, and 41%, while for the Arctic it is 3%, 41%, 51%, and 5%, respectively.

5.5. Comparison of Polar Halogen Sources in Antarctica and the Arctic

Figure 12 presents the annual seasonal cycle for all considered halogen polar sources for the Arctic and
Antarctica, while the percentage distribution of all sources during each season with respect to the annual
mean is summarized in Table S6. The contribution of the bromine, chlorine, and iodine sea‐ice fluxes peaks
during austral midspring in Antarctica (October), while for the Arctic, the highest emissions are modeled in
the late spring (May) for chlorine and bromine and in the summer (July) for iodine. The overall Antarctic
bromine source shows a strong seasonality with maximum values of ~55 Gg Br/month in the late austral
spring, as a compromise between the still large sea‐ice coverage and the increasing rate of incident radiation.
Note that even though the intensity of radiation is highest during the summer (Figure 4), the total first‐year
sea‐ice (newice) extent peaks in late spring and reaches a summer minimum due to the higher temperatures,
thereby reducing the overall halogen emission. This is partially compensated by the contribution ofmeltice,
which is less important during spring and maximizes in the summer. FICE and FHET contribute to the total
surface flux with similar seasonality (~50% of the annual emission occurs during austral spring, 35% during
the summer, and the remaining 15% during fall and winter), although in absolute values FICE represents
more than 60% of the total bromine surface source. Indeed, FPOLAR represents the dominant source control-
ling the inorganic halogen abundance at the polar surface. Note that the overall contribution from sea‐salt
recycling integrated within the tropospheric column in Antarctica shows a similar seasonality as the one
computed for the surface sources, with a nonnegligible background contribution during the summer and fall
due to the large sea‐salt aerosol production over the Southern Ocean. Equivalent total SSA enhancements on
top of the dominant sea‐ice source are modeled for the Arctic during boreal spring, although it rapidly dis-
appears moving into the boreal fall and winter.

For chlorine, even when the sea‐salt flux in the MBL still lies below the contribution from the sea‐ice
sources, the total column (FSSA

trop ≈ 85.6 Gg Cl/year for Antarctica and 68.0 Gg Cl/year for the Arctic) lar-
gely surpasses the overall surface sea‐ice flux (FPOLAR

srf ≈ 31.9 Gg Cl/year for the SH and 32.5 Gg Cl/year for
the NH). Note that the minimum in sea‐salt recycling and bromine SSA dehalogenation efficiency in the NH
occurs during the late summer and fall (Table S6). The annual total flux considering all sea‐ice sources
released from each polar region reaches 31.9 Gg Cl/year and 249.9 Gg Br/year for Antarctica and 32.5 Gg
Cl/year and 270.6 Gg Br/year for the Arctic. Added together, these sources represent, respectively, ~45%
and ~80% of the global biogenic VSL chlorine and bromine emissions implemented in the model.

For the case of iodine, the seasonal variation follows the results obtained for bromine and chlorine, but with
a more pronounced springtime enhancement due to the biologically induced source in Antarctica
(Figure 12). Indeed, approximately 8 Gg I/month are emitted from the sea‐ice surface during October, with
~90% of the total annual emission occurring during austral spring and summer (Table S6). We find that the
efficient heterogeneous recycling of gas‐phase reservoirs and sea‐salt iodine over the snowpack is capable of
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transporting active iodine from the Antarctic coast into the continent (Figure 11). Within the Arctic, the
thicker sea‐ice coverage blocks the direct emission of iodine from underneath the sea‐ice, and the open
water ocean source dominates over the other sources such as the heterogeneous recycling flux. Due to the

sea‐ice shrinkage and the larger open water extent during summer, FI
OCN maximizes in July and

represents the dominant iodine source to the Arctic atmosphere. The contribution from iodocarbon
photodecomposition is the second largest in the NH when integrated throughout the tropospheric
column. Note that SSA dehalogenation does not constitute an additional iodine source within our
modeling approach, and thus sea‐salt recycling only represents a change in partitioning for iodine.

6. Summary and Conclusions

The implementation of a novel polar module in CAM‐Chem, considering inorganic halogen (Cl, Br, and I)
emissions from the sea‐ice surface and the heterogeneous recycling of reservoir species, provides a truly
global representation of halogen chemistry within the troposphere. Indeed, to our knowledge, this is the first
global model that includes a complete representation of all chlorine, bromine, and iodine sources and
chemistry from pole‐to‐pole, and expanding from the Earth's surface up to the stratopause. Even though
the parameterized implementation of the natural physicochemical processes releasing inorganic halogens
to the polar troposphere has been performed in a simplified manner, it constitutes an improvement upon
previous modeling approaches. The CAM‐Chem polar module considers the online coupling between halo-
gen emissions and their geophysical drivers such as ice coverage (icefrac and newice), intensity of radiation
(i.e., cos (SZA)) and the influence of marine biological activity (chla satellite maps). This work also provides,
for the first time, quantitative estimates of polar halogen emissions and their contribution to the global tro-
pospheric halogen budget. The implementation of the polar module in CAM‐Chem will allow to study the
influence of natural halogens on chemistry‐climate interactions and feedbacks.

The new polar module has been validated against surface and column‐integrated observations of polar
reactive halogens. The overall model performance shows consistent results both in the Arctic and
Antarctica, with a model‐observations bias that is smaller than the observed and modeled standard devia-
tion. It is worth noting that, as the model considered meteorological conditions representative of the
2000th decade (i.e., it was not configured to follow a specified dynamics approach based on reanalysis
data), we do not expect the model to present a perfect timing nor an exact spatial colocation for each

Figure 12. Annual seasonal cycle of the sea‐ice (FICE) and heterogeneous (FHET) emissions from the polar surface, VSL photodecomposition (FVSL) and sea‐salt
recycling (FSSA) sources. Each panel shows the flux strength of each individual source for chlorine (left), bromine (middle) and iodine (right) within the
Arctic (top) and Antarctica (bottom). The total seasonal flux has been computed by adding the contribution of each independent source (one at a time for each
colored line) in the following order: Flux = FICE + FHET + FI

OCN + FVSL
srf + FSSA

srf + FVSL
trop + FSSA

trop. The overall annual emissions and the percentage
contribution within each season are given in Tables 5 and S6, respectively.
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and all of the halogen field observations reported in the literature. Modeling the spatial and temporal fea-
tures observed from satellites is especially challenging because model output and observations are not
expected to show a one‐to‐one agreement due to albedo variations, which are not included in the satellite
data retrieval. Instead, we focus our development on obtaining an adequate statistical validation of surface
and satellite halogen observations throughout the polar troposphere, capable of reproducing the monthly
mean and maximum values, as well as the relative distributions of chlorine, bromine, and iodine within
the Arctic and Antarctica. In order to reproduce the satellite observations of IO over inner Antarctica, an
iodine “leapfrog”mechanism is proposed to transport active iodine from coastal source regions to the inter-
ior of the continent.

The total source of chlorine and bromine in Antarctica is modeled to be 32 and 250 Gg/year, respectively, of
which approximately 50% (35%) of the annual flux occurs during spring (summer). In comparison, approxi-
mately 45% of the modeled bromine and chlorine emissions from the Arctic occur during the summer,
accounting for a total flux of 33 Gg Cl/year and 271 Gg Br/year, respectively. The distinct behavior of polar
sources between the Arctic and Antarctica is attributed to the fact that the Arctic has a more concentrated
poleward sea‐ice distribution with large multiyear sea‐ice areas; while in Antarctica, a comparatively larger
irradiance reaches the summer sea‐ice boundary at lower latitudes closer to the Antarctic polar circle. On
average, the polar sources represent between 45 to 80% of the global biogenic VSL chlorine and bromine
emissions, respectively. In contrast to bromine and chlorine, the modeled annual iodine emission strength
in Antarctica is ~10 times larger than that in the Arctic. The notable difference in sea‐ice thickness and per-
meability between the Arctic and Antarctic sea‐ice drives polar surface emissions (39 Gg I/year) to dominate
the inorganic iodine flux within the SH polar cap, while in the NH the polar module accounts only for 4 Gg

I/year and the oceanic release of inorganic iodine constitutes the most important source (FI
OCN = 27 Gg

I/year). Marked geographical and seasonal features are modeled for iodine emissions, due to the parameter-
ized dependence on the biological activity of algae colonies occurring underneath the sea‐ice. Finally, our
results highlight the importance of including an explicit treatment of polar halogen sources and
chemistry in global models.
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Erratum

Due to a production error, an outdated version of the Supporting Information was originally published with
this article; in it, Table S2 and Table S3 were exchanged as well as Figures S9 and S10. These errors have been
corrected, and this may be considered the authoritative version of record.
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